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Abstract. Even though the formal method community tends to over-
look the problem, formal methods are sometimes difficult to use and not
accessible to average users. On one hand, this is due to the intrinsic com-
plexity of the methods and, therefore, some level of required expertise
is unavoidable. On the other hand, however, the methods are sometimes
hard to use because of lack of a user-friendly tool support. In this pa-
per, we present our experience in addressing usability when developing a
framework for the Abstract State Machines (ASMs) formal method. In
particular, we discuss how we enhanced modeling, validation, and verifi-
cation activities of an ASM-based development process. We also provide
a critical review of which of our efforts have been more successful as well
as those that have not obtained the results we were expecting. Finally, we
outline other directions that we believe could further lower the adoption
barrier of the method.

Keywords: Abstract State Machines · ASMETA· Usability · Formal
Methods.

1 Introduction

One of the seven myths that Hall listed in his well-known paper [27] is that
“formal methods are unacceptable to users’. Bowen and Hinchey discussed seven
more myths [19] and, among these, they reported the lack of tool support as
another myth. However, as formal method community, we have to admit that
there is a part of truth in each myth: formal methods can be sometimes difficult
to use and not accessible to average users. On one hand, this is due to the intrinsic
complexity of the methods and, therefore, some level of required expertise is
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unavoidable. On the other hand, however, the methods are hard to use because
of lack of a user-friendly support. Hall himself, while dispelling the method,
recognized that designers should “make the specification comprehensible to the
user” [27], and Bowen and Hinchey recognized that more effort must be spent
on tool support [19].

The Abstract State Machines (ASMs) formal method [18] is a state-based
formal method that is usually claimed to be usable, since a practitioner can
understand ASMs as pseudo-code or virtual machines working over abstract
data structures. However, from our long time experience in using the method
and in teaching it, we realized that there are some aspects of the method that
can prevent from using it in the most fruitful way.

In 2006, we started developing the ASMETA framework, with the aim of
building a set of tools around the ASM method. While developing validation
and verification techniques for the method, we kept usability as one of our lead-
ing principles. This was also motivated by the fact that, in addition to us, the
primary users of the framework are our students to which we teach ASMs. As
most of them are not naturally attracted by formal methods, we wanted to build
a framework that could assist them in using the ASM method and would lower
the adoption barriers of the method. In particular, we declined usability in three
more concrete driving principles:
– smoothness: the framework should be usable with as less effort as possible.

The user should not care about technical details that can be hidden and
automatized;

– understandability: the framework should help in understanding the model
itself and the results of its validation and verification;

– interoperability: the different tools of the framework should be integrated as
much as possible, such that the user can inspect the results of one tool with
another tool without any effort. As an example, the counterexamples of a
model checker should be re-executable by the simulator.

In this paper, we describe how the different tools/techniques of ASMETA
try to fulfil these principles.

The paper is structured as follows. Sect. 2 briefly introduces the ASM method,
and Sect. 3 gives a general overview of the ASMETA framework. Sect. 4 describes
how we addressed usability at the modeling, validation, and verification levels.
Then, Sect. 5 critically reviews our efforts and outlines other directions that
could further increase the usability of the framework. Finally, Sect. 6 reviews
some related work, and Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Abstract State Machines

Abstract State Machines (ASMs) [18] are an extension of FSMs, where unstruc-
tured control states are replaced by states with arbitrary complex data.

ASM states are algebraic structures, i.e., domains of objects with functions
and predicates defined on them. An ASM location, defined as the pair (function-
name, list-of-parameter-values), represents the ASM concept of basic object con-



asm HemodialysisGround

signature:
enum domain Phases = {PREPARATION | INITIATION | ENDING}
controlled phase: Phases

definitions:
macro rule r run preparation =

phase := INITIATION

macro rule r run initiation =
phase := ENDING

macro rule r run ending =
skip

’

macro rule r run dialysis =
par

if phase = PREPARATION then
r run preparation[]

endif
if phase = INITIATION then

r run initiation[]
endif
if phase = ENDING then

r run ending[]
endif

endpar

main rule r Main = r run dialysis[]

default init s0: function phase = PREPARATION

Fig. 1: Example of ASM model

tainer. The couple (location, value) represents a memory unit. Therefore, ASM
states can be viewed as abstract memories.

Location values are changed by firing transition rules. They express the mod-
ification of functions interpretation from one state to the next one. Note that the
algebra signature is fixed and that functions are total (by interpreting undefined
locations f(x) with value undef). Location updates are given as assignments of
the form loc := v, where loc is a location and v its new value. They are the basic
units of rules construction. There is a limited but powerful set of rule construc-
tors to express: guarded actions (if-then, switch-case), simultaneous parallel
actions (par), sequential actions (seq), nondeterminism (existential quantifica-
tion choose), and unrestricted synchronous parallelism (universal quantification
forall).

An ASM computation (or run) is, therefore, defined as a finite or infinite
sequence S0, S1, . . . , Sn, . . . of states of the machine, where S0 is an initial state
and each Sn+1 is obtained from Sn by firing the unique main rule which in turn
could fire other transitions rules. An ASM can have more than one initial state.
It is also possible to specify state invariants.

During a machine computation, not all the locations can be updated. Indeed,
functions are classified as static (never change during any run of the machine) or
dynamic (may change as a consequence of agent actions or updates). Dynamic
functions are distinguished between monitored (only read by the machine and
modified by the environment) and controlled (read and written by the machine).
A further classification is between basic and derived functions, i.e., those coming
with a specification or computation mechanism given in terms of other functions.

ASMs allow modeling any kind of computational paradigm, from a single
agent executing parallel actions, to distributed multiple agents interacting in a
synchronous or asynchronous way. Moreover, an ASM can be nondeterministic
due to the presence of monitored functions (external nondeterminism) and of
choose rules (internal nondeterminism). Fig. 1 shows a simple example of an
ASM model (the ground model of the haemodialysis case study [4]).
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Fig. 2: The ASM development process powered by the ASMETA framework

3 ASMETA

The ASM method is applied along the entire life cycle of software development,
i.e., from modeling to code generation. Fig. 2 shows the development process
based on ASMs. The process is supported by the ASMETA (ASM mETAmod-
eling) framework4 [11] which provides a set of tools to help the developer in
various activities:
– Modeling: the system is modeled using the language AsmetaL. The user

is supported by the editor AsmEE and by AsmetaVis, the ASMs visualizer
which transforms the textual model into a graphical representation. The
refinement process can be adopted in case the model is complex: the designer
can start from the first model (also called the ground model) and can refine it
through the refinement steps by adding details to the behavior of the ASM.
The AsmRefProver tool checks whether the current ASM model is a correct
refinement of the previous ASM model.

– Validation: the process is supported by the model simulator AsmetaS, the
animator AsmetaA, the scenarios executor AsmetaV, and the model reviewer
AsmetaMA. The simulator AsmetaS allows to perform two types of simulation:
interactive simulation and random simulation. The difference between the
two types of simulation is the way in which the monitored functions are cho-
sen. During interactive simulation the user provides the value of functions,
while in random simulation the tool randomly chooses the value of functions
among those available. AsmetaA allows the same operation of AsmetaS, but
the states are shown using tables. AsmetaV executes scenarios written using
the Avalla language. Each scenario contains the expected system behavior
and the tool checks whether the machine runs correctly. The model reviewer
AsmetaMA performs static analysis in order to check model quality attributes
like minimality, completeness, and consistency.

– Verification: properties are verified to check whether the behavior of the
model complies with the intended behavior. The AsmetaSMV tool supports
this process in terms of model checking.

4 http://asmeta.sourceforge.net/

http://asmeta.sourceforge.net/


– Testing: the tool ATGT generates abstract unit tests starting from the ASM
specification by exploiting the counterexamples generation of a model checker.

– Code generation: given the final ASM specification, the Asm2C++ automat-
ically translates it into C++ code. Moreover, the abstract tests, generated
by the ATGT tool, are translated to C++ unit tests.

The framework has been applied to the formal analysis of different kinds
of systems: a landing gear system [9], a haemodialysis device [4], self-adaptive
systems [14], cloud systems [12], etc.

4 How we have addressed usability in ASMETA

In this section, we describe how we have targeted usability when developing the
ASMETA framework. First of all, in order to obtain an integrated framework
in which the different tools can be used together, we developed all the tools as
eclipse plugins5.

In the following, we overview the techniques of the framework that have
improved it according to the three driving principles (i.e., smoothness, under-
standability, and interoperability), rather than purely improvements in terms of
functionality of the framework. In the following sections, we focus on the three
main phases of a formal development process: modeling, validation, and verifi-
cation.

4.1 Modeling

The first step of the development process is model definition. On the top of
the original parser and editor [26], we introduced a technique that provides
a better visualization of the model (so improving the understandability), and
another technique that automatically checks for common errors (so improving
the smoothness of use).

Visualization When a model is particularly complex, exploring it can become
difficult, and so the developer does not have a proper understanding of the whole
structure. In order to improve the exploration of the structure of an ASM model,
in [5], we introduced the graphical visualizer AsmetaVis. The basic visualization
permits to show the syntactical structure of the ASM in terms of a tree (similar
to an AST); the notation is inspired by the classical flowchart notation, using
green rhombuses for guards and grey rectangles for rules. The leaves of the tree
are the update rules and the macro call rules. For each macro rule in the model,
there is a tree representing the definition of the rule; double-clicking on a macro
call rule shows the tree of the corresponding macro rule. Fig. 3a shows the basic
visualization with AsmetaVis (starting from rule r run dialysis) of the ASM
model shown in Fig. 1. In this case, all the macro rules are shown (i.e., the user

5 The update site is http://svn.code.sf.net/p/asmeta/code/code/stable/asmeta_
update/.

http://svn.code.sf.net/p/asmeta/code/code/stable/asmeta_update/
http://svn.code.sf.net/p/asmeta/code/code/stable/asmeta_update/


(a) Basic visualization (b) Semantic visualization

Fig. 3: Visualizer AsmetaA – Visualization of the ASM model shown in Fig. 1

has selected all the call rules). Note that the visualization is particularly useful
when the model is big, as the user can decide which rules to visualize.

Control states ASMs [18] are a particular class of ASMs in which there is a
function (called phase function) that identifies the current control state; this can
be understood as a mode of the system. A control state is an abstraction of a set
of ASM states having the same value for the phase function. The main rule of a
control state ASM is a parallel of conditional rules checking the value of the phase
function: in this way, the evolution of the machine depends on the current mode.
The model in Fig. 1 is an example of control state ASM. A control state ASM
naturally induces an FSM-like representation, where each state corresponds to
one value of the phase function. Since such class of ASMs occur quite frequently,
we implemented in AsmetaVis also a semantic visualizer that is able to visualize
the FSM-like representation of a control state ASM. The visualization consists
in a graph where control states are shown using orange ellipses. The semantic
visualization of the ground model is shown in Fig. 3b. The initial control state
is identified by the PREPARATION phase; from there, the system moves to the
INITIATION phase by executing rule r run preparation; then, it moves to the
ENDING phase by executing rule r run initiation. In the ENDING phase, rule
r run ending is executed, but this does not modify the phase. Note that this
visualization turned out to be quite useful, as it allows to get an understanding
of the system evolution without the need of simulating the model.

Automatic model review Due to a low familiarity of the formal method,
during the development of a formal model, the developer can introduce different
types of errors: domain specific ones (i.e., a wrong implementation of the system
requirements), and non-domain specific ones that depend on the wrong usage
of the method. In order to capture the former category of errors, domain spe-
cific properties derived from the requirements need to be verified; for the latter
category, instead, automatic techniques can be devised.

Based on our experience in modeling with the ASM method and in teaching
it to students, we noticed that one of the main modelling (i.e., non-domain
specific) errors is related to the computational model of the ASMs, which is
based on parallel execution of function updates. If not properly guarded, they
could lead to inconsistent results by simultaneously updating the same location



(a) Selection of the desired meta-properties

if gears != RETRACTED then
switch doors

...
case OPEN:

switch gears
//ERROR: It should be ”gears := RETRACTED”
case RETRACTING: gears := EXTENDED
...

MP6: Every controlled location can take
any value in its codomain
Function gears does not take the values
{RETRACTED} of its domain.

(b) Example of error found by MP6

Fig. 4: Model reviewer AsmetaMA

to two different values (this is know as inconsistent update [18]). Such problem
is usually difficult to observe by a manual review of the code, and it is usually
only discovered during simulation.

Another problem that we observed frequently with our students is that, due
to wrong rule guards, some transition rules can never be executed.

As a minor problem, we also observed that our students tend to write over-
specified models containing unnecessary functions (that are never used); these
could be either really unnecessary, and so removed, or they should be used in
some rule that has not been implemented yet.

On the base of the previously described experience, in [7], we proposed the
AsmetaMA tool that performs automatic review of ASMs. The tool checks whether
the model contains typical errors that are usually done during the modeling ac-
tivity using ASMs (suitable meta-properties specified in CTL are checked with
the model checker AsmetaSMV [6]). Fig. 4a shows the selection of the available
meta-properties in the tool. For example, MP1 checks that no inconsistent up-
date ever happens, and MP7 that all the model locations are used somewhere
in the model. Model reviewer has been extremely helpful also in our model-
ing of complex case studies. For example, Fig. 4b shows an error that we were
able to automatically find when developing the model of a landing gear sys-
tem [17]: function gears should become RETRACTED when it is RETRACTING, but
we wrongly updated it to EXTENDED. The meta-property MP6, that checks that
each location assumes any possible value, allowed to (indirectly) spot this error.

4.2 Validation

One of the first analysis activities that is performed while writing a formal model
is validation to check that the model reflects the intended requirements. The
main validation technique of the ASMETA framework is simulation, in which
inputs are interactively provided to the model by the user who can then check
the produced state. Fig. 5a shows two steps of the textual simulation (using
the simulator AsmetaS [26]) of the second refined model of the haemodialy-
sis case study [4]. In this case, the user sets the value of monitored functions



Insert a boolean constant for auto_test_end:

true

<State 0 (monitored)>

auto_test_end=true

</State 0 (monitored)>

<State 1 (controlled)>

alarm(DF_PREP)=false

alarm(SAD_ERR)=false

alarm(TEMP_HIGH)=false

dialyzer_connected_contr=false

error(DF_PREP)=false

error(SAD_ERR)=false

error(TEMP_HIGH)=false

phase=PREPARATION

prepPhase=CONNECT_CONCENTRATE

preparing_DF=false

signal_lamp=GREEN

</State 1 (controlled)>

Insert a boolean constant for conn_concentrate:

true

<State 1 (monitored)>

conn_concentrate=true

</State 1 (monitored)>

<State 2 (controlled)>

alarm(DF_PREP)=false

alarm(SAD_ERR)=false

alarm(TEMP_HIGH)=false

dialyzer_connected_contr=false

error(DF_PREP)=false

error(SAD_ERR)=false

error(TEMP_HIGH)=false

phase=PREPARATION

prepPhase=SET_RINSING_PARAM

preparing_DF=true

signal_lamp=GREEN

</State 2 (controlled)>

(a) Textual (b) With AsmetaA

Fig. 5: Simulation

auto test end and conn concentrate; the main functions of interest that the
user wants to observe are phase and prepPhase. However, as shown by this
small example, at every step, the whole state is printed, and checking that the
simulation is as expected may become difficult as the state size grows. In order
to tackle this issue and improve the understandability of the simulation traces,
we developed the graphical animator AsmetaA that allows to select which func-
tions to show, provides dialog boxes to select the values of monitored functions,
and highlights the functions that have changed value in the new state. Fig. 5b
shows the visual simulation of the previous example, in which only the functions
of interest have been selected (in the top half of the window).

4.3 Verification

The framework supports verification by model checking with the AsmetaSMV

tool [6]. The tool translates an AsmetaL model to a model of the model checker
NuSMV6, performs the verification with NuSMV, and translates the output back
in terms of AsmetaL locations. We tried to improve the usability of this tool in
different directions.

Smoothness of use First of all, the model checker is transparent to the user
who interacts with only one tool: (i) (s)he can specify the properties directly in

6 http://nusmv.fbk.eu/

http://nusmv.fbk.eu/


−− specification AG ((gears = RETRACTING & handle = DOWN) −>
AX gears = EXTENDING) is false

−− as demonstrated by the following execution sequence
Trace Description: CTL Counterexample
Trace Type: Counterexample
−> State: 1.1 <−

gears = EXTENDED
handle = DOWN
doors = CLOSED
−> State: 1.2 <−

handle = UP
−> State: 1.3 <−

doors = OPENING
−> State: 1.4 <−

doors = OPEN
−> State: 1.5 <−

gears = RETRACTING
handle = DOWN
−> State: 1.6 <−

gears = EXTENDED

(a) Original counterexample

scenario lgsGMfromCex.test

load LGS GM.asm

set handle := UP;
step
check doors=OPENING;

set handle := UP;
step
check doors=OPEN;

set handle := UP;
step
check doors=OPEN;
check gears=RETRACTING;

set handle := DOWN;
step
check doors=OPEN; check gears=EXTENDED;

(b) Counterexample in Avalla

Fig. 6: Reproduction of AsmetaSMV counterexamples

the AsmetaL model using the AsmetaL syntax, (ii) the invocation of NuSMV
is done directly only with the framework, (iii) and the output is captured and
pretty-printed in terms of AsmetaL locations.

Reproducibility of counterexamples In model checking, when a property that
should hold is falsified, the model must be fixed in order to satisfy the property
(unless the property itself is wrong). To assist the developer in this activity,
we developed a translator from the model checker counterexamples to Avalla

scenarios. Avalla scenarios allow to describe simulation sequences by providing
commands to set the values of monitored functions, to perform a step of simu-
lation, and to check that the output is as expected; the AsmetaV tool is able to
read Avalla scenarios and execute them using the simulator AsmetaS. By trans-
lating a counterexample in an Avalla scenario, the developer, while debugging
the model, can rerun it as many times as needed, till the wrong behaviour is re-
moved from the model. In this way, we achieved interoperability of the tools, and
a better understandability of the verification results. Fig. 6 shows the counterex-
ample of a property for the landing gear system checking that when the gears
are retracting and the handle is pushed down, the gears must start extending.
The violation occurred in a preliminary version of the model (as explained in
Sect. 4.1). Fig. 6b shows the Avalla translation of the counterexample.

Supporting a large class of ASMs ASMs can describe infinite state systems;
however, for model checking, only finite state ASMs having finite domains are
admissible. While this limitation is unavoidable, when we originally proposed
the tool, we had to impose further restrictions on the class of ASMs that could
be translated. Indeed, the AsmetaL language provides a powerful language that
allows to describe complex systems in a concise way. While this is advantageous
from a modeling point of view, it complicates the mapping to target languages
such as NuSMV that have much simpler notations. Some constructs of the ASM



macro rule r changeOrganization($c in Camera) =
par

let ($getMasterCameraOCself = getMaster($c)) in
let ($prevGetMasterCameraOCself = prev($getMasterCameraOCself)) in

par
r setMaster[$prevGetMasterCameraOCself]
if not newSlave($prevGetMasterCameraOCself, $c) then

newSlave($prevGetMasterCameraOCself, $c) := true
endif

endpar
endlet

endlet
change master($c) := false

endpar

(a) Without flattener

macro rule r changeOrganization($c in Camera) =
par

r setMaster[prev(getMaster($c))]
if not newSlave(prev(getMaster($c)), $c) then

newSlave(prev(getMaster($c)), $c) := true
endif
change master($c) := false

endpar

(b) With flattener

Fig. 7: AsmetaSMV– Models suitable for model checking

formalism are indeed difficult to translate in the target notation, and, although
possible, we did not implement such translations because too complex. For ex-
ample, originally we did not support variable arguments in functions; if the user
wanted to use them, (s)he had to write the model as shown in Fig. 7a (taken
from [14] where we made the formalization of a self-adaptive system), where the
function arguments are made explicit by means of a let rule. This turned out
to be a quite strong limitation; indeed, we noticed that our students were used
to write quite compact and elegant models at first, but then this constituted a
problem when they had to do model checking, as they had to refactor the ASM
model in unnatural ways. Therefore, in [13] we introduced a tool that flattens the
ASM before being translated to NuSMV; the flattened ASM is a kind of normal
form that only contains parallel, update, and choose rules. Such kind of ASM is
supported by AsmetaSMV; in this way, we have been able to enlarge the class of
models supported by the tool, so allowing a smoother use of the model checker.
Fig. 7b shows a model equivalent to the one in Fig. 7a, in which functions are
freely used as function arguments: this can be supported by the new version
of AsmetaSMV extended with the flattener. Note that we could have achieved
this also trying to modify directly the translation from ASM to NuSMV; how-
ever, not only this would have been difficult, but it would have improved only
AsmetaSMV. The introduction of the flattener, instead, improved the capabilities
of different other tools of the ASMETA framework that perform translations
to other languages, namely a mapping to SPIN for test case generation [25], to
SMT for proof of refinement correctness [8,10], and to C++ code [16].

5 Lessons learned

We here provide a more critical overview of our efforts in targeting usability in
the ASMETA framework. Before, we discuss which tools turned out to be useful
and those that, instead, were not successful as expected. Then, we outline some
of the ongoing and future efforts that should further increase the usability of the
framework.



5.1 Critical review of previous efforts

We should say that not all the techniques we applied for improving the usability
of ASMETA have been equally successful. We started developing the visualizer
AsmetaVis while we were developing the formal specification of a haemodialysis
device [4]; indeed, the model was so big that we needed a better way to visualize
its structure than the textual model. Although this was extremely helpful for us,
it is not used very frequently by our students. The reasons could be different.
First of all, the models they develop are not usually too big, and usually they
can already have an overview of the model by scrolling once or twice the textual
representation. Moreover, students are already used to code and it could be that
they do not feel the need of such visualization facilities. We still believe that the
visualizer has some potentials for communicating the model structure; however,
we need further investigation with different stakeholders (other than students)
less accustomed to code.

Among the tools that we introduced to improve the method usability, the
animator AsmetaA has been one of the most successful. Indeed, reading long sim-
ulation traces has always been annoying both for us and our students; first, small
models can already have tens of locations and their listing can be long; second,
if the listing of a state is long, understanding what has changed between two
states is not trivial. The animator solved these issues by allowing to customize
which locations to show, and by highlighting those that have been changed.

As we discussed in Sect. 4.3, the introduction of the flattener allowed to
enlarge the class of ASMs that could be model checked; the users can now write
the ASM model as they wish, with any degree of nesting and compactness.
While this is a clear improvement, it also introduced an unexpected drawback.
Since the users have a lot of freedom in writing the model, they do not consider
anymore that this will be translated for model checking and, therefore, often they
write models so complicated that then their verification does not scale. From the
experience with our students, we noticed that, when they were constrained by
the limitation of the tool (e.g., they could not use functions as argument of
other functions), they tended to write simpler models that scaled better. Our
observation is that a too high-level notation could detach the user from the
computational complexity of verification tasks; therefore, there is the need for
some approaches that give the idea of the model complexity: these could be
inspired by code metrics as cyclomatic complexity, cohesion, etc.

Being ASMETA an academic tool developed for research, most of the tools
have been originally developed as complement of some research work. As such,
the implementation usually reached the point in which the research result was
evident and could be published; due to deadline pressure, the usability of the tool
was sometimes sacrificed. This was the case for the AsmetaSMV tool for which
we originally restricted the class of ASMs that could be translated. We believe
that, as research community, we have to promote initiatives that incentive the
production of tools not only innovative from the research point of view, but also
usable. Artefacts evaluations, now applied by major conferences as CAV and
TACAS, are good initiatives going in this direction.



5.2 Ongoing efforts and future work

As explained before, the visualizer AsmetaVis is not used too much because
some users (as our students) are accustomed to code. However, there are still
problems in managing large models. One solution could be to improve the textual
editor by allowing folding/unfolding facilities as those available in main IDEs for
programming languages.

CoreASM is the other major framework for ASMs [24]; ASMETA and Core-
ASM are somehow complementary, as CoreASM mainly provides support for
model debugging, while ASMETA more focuses on simulation-based validation,
and automated verification. Being able to write models that are compatible with
both frameworks would highly increase the usability of the ASM method, as a
user could use all the available tools. As an attempt in this direction, in [3] we
proposed a uniform syntax that should be accepted by both frameworks, so that
a designer can use all the available tools for ASMs. However, such integration
(that is still ongoing) is not trivial, as there are different aspects that need to
be merged (e.g., AsmetaL is typed, while CoreASM is not). We believe that the
effort spent for this integration is worthy, as standard notations are usually ben-
eficial for the tools that adopt them, as demonstrated by the DIMACS notation
for SAT solvers and by SMT-LIB for SMT solvers.

Model refinement [1] is one of the principles of the ASM method [18], as of
other methods as B [2] and Z [21]. It consists in developing models incrementally,
from a high-level description of the system to more detailed ones, by adding, at
each refinement step, design decisions and implementation details. The ASM
notion of correct refinement is based on the correspondence of abstract and
refined runs; in the framework, we provide an SMT-based tool [8] that is able to
prove a particular kind of refinement correctness. However, the framework does
not help the designer in deciding what to refine and does not provide support
for documenting the refinement decisions; although doing a good refinement
depends on the modelling skills of the developer, we believe that a proper tool
support could help in obtaining more meaningful refinement steps. For example,
we could allow the user to specify which abstract rule is refined in which refined
rule(s); this would also help in performing more tailored refinement proofs, as we
would exactly know what needs to be related in the SMT-based proof. Moreover,
this would also improve incremental test generation techniques that combine
refinement and conformance testing [15].

6 Related work

Due to the lack of space, a complete survey on usability in formal methods is not
possible. We only refer to some approaches that have achieved usability using
approaches similar to those we proposed.

The formal method community seems to recognize the importance of having
visualization techniques (similar to our visualizer AsmetaVis) [35,41,23], and
there are positive success stories showing that the use of these visualization



techniques makes the use of formal methods feasible also for non-experts [35],
and also helps in teaching formal methods [34].

Some approaches perform model visualization [29,22] (similar to our basic
visualization in AsmetaVis), while others provide a visual representation of the
model execution (or model animation) [32,33]. Among these, ProB [32] is one of
the most successful tools; it performs animation of B models, and can also be
used for error and deadlock checking (similar to our model reviewer AsmetaMA),
and test-case generation.

Other approaches use UML-like notation as modeling front-end. UML-B [39]
uses the B notation as an action and constraint language for UML, and defines
the semantics of UML entities via a translation into B. In a similar way, in [36],
transforming rules are given from UML models to Object-Z constructs. In the
method SPACE and its supporting tool Arctis [31], services are composed of
collaborative building blocks that encapsulate behavioral patterns expressed as
UML 2.0 collaborations and activities.

Regarding model review, different approaches have been proposed for differ-
ent formal methods. They all automatize some checks that are usually performed
manually by human reviewers; Parnas, in a report about the certification of a
nuclear plant, observed that “reviewers spent too much of their time and en-
ergy checking for simple, application-independent properties which distracted
them from the more difficult, safety-relevant issues” [37]. Approaches for auto-
matic model review have been proposed, e.g., for Software Cost Reduction (SCR)
models [28], software requirements specifications (SRS) [30], and UML [38].

7 Conclusions

The paper presented our efforts in addressing usability in the ASMETA frame-
work, and a critical review of what has been more successful and what less.

Note that all our conclusions are only based on our experience; properly as-
sessing the usability of a method/technique would need user studies that, how-
ever, are difficult and costly to conduct. Moreover, we defined usability according
to our understanding, and not relying on notions of usability provided by the
Human-Computer Interaction community [20,40]; as future work, it would be
interesting to investigate which of those concepts also apply to our framework
and which, instead, we are not targeting.

Moreover, all our observations come from the use of the framework by us
and by our students; we do not know what would work and what wouldn’t in an
industrial context.
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